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Fast and accurate, web-based pre-CAM assessment

Frontline InSight PCB® InSight®PCB



Frontline InSight PCB®

Access the CAM data you need from 
virtually anywhere
In today’s global PCB market, delivering accurate price quotes 
quickly and guaranteeing the shortest time-to-market are critical 
to winning and retaining business, but CAM resources often 
struggle to meet tight product engineering deadlines.

Frontline InSight PCB takes the load off the CAM department by 
offering Sales and Engineering a quick and simple way to manage 
and assess incoming customer PCB data online. The result: 
faster and more accurate quoting and product engineering, 
complete CAM data in minutes, early detection of manufacturing 
problems, and increased throughput. 

Fast-track manufacturing instructions 
Perform pre-CAM input quickly and easily. Cut engineering lead-
time by creating DFM reports and Technical Query snapshots in 
minutes. Identify potential production problems instantly to 
avoid low yields.

Work online from anywhere 
As a web-based product, Frontline InSight PCB lets you work 
remotely, assessing RFQs from virtually anywhere – in the office 
or in the field. 

Automatic pre-CAM for sales and  
engineering
Sales and Engineering can easily assess incoming PCB data and 
retrieve crucial product information.

Shorten time to quotation 
Say goodbye to RFQ bottlenecks and missed orders. Frontline 
InSight PCB generates the precise analyses you need to build 
accurate price quotes* that ensure optimum sales margins. Be 
the first to deliver quotes every time.

*Frontline InSight PCB does not generate the actual quotation.
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Run the pre-CAM flow automatically
Frontline InSight PCB automatically runs the pre-CAM flow the 
moment new job data is submitted. Powered by industry-leading 
InCAM technology, an advanced graphic validation process 
ensures high input success rates. Start a new job with files and 
production parameters and quickly receive a ready-to-use PDF 
summary report.

Save time for CAM operators
Frontline InSight PCB allows Sales to prepare quotes and 
Engineering to perform pre-CAM work for incoming orders 
without consulting CAM experts.

Integrate with front and back  
office systems
Frontline InSight PCB integrates seamlessly with Frontline’s CAM 
and Engineering products and with other systems via XML 
export, enabling enhanced collaboration and communication 
between stakeholders. Eliminate time-consuming and error-
prone data re-entry.

View customer data, edit and  
share reports
Share and view real-time customer data and comprehensive PDF 
reports in a secure online space. Review and edit job and 
customer data and RFQ parameters, and rerun the pre-CAM 
flow as needed.
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